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N i g e l P a g e ta k e s a f u rth e r l o o k a t th e
w o rl d o f s e c u ri ty th ro u g h th e e y e s o f
th e a i rti m e re l o a d c a rd p ro d u c e rs –
a n d th e i r c u s to m e rs
Nigel Page AMIEx

The mobile network airtime reload card, or
scratch card to give it its more universal
nomenclature, has been an instrumental
part of the phenomenal growth of prepaid
mobile telephony in the world’s emerging
economies over the past decade or so.
While technological developments in
prepaid systems have now annexed some of
this space, the traditional scratch card still
has a future.
In part one of this special feature,
published in the March April edition of
Product & Image Security, the author
provided a detailed account of how
important materials, design and marketing
strategy are in this highly specialised sector
of the security printing market.
In our concluding feature we review the
most effective security print devices and
manufacturing methods deployed in the air
time read card security industry and how
important procedures such as distribution,
data application and quality testing impact
on the needs of this market and of course its
customers.

How are airtime reload cards printed
& personalised? What production
methods are employed?
It is possible to produce cards via varying
processes and these are very much
manufacturer specific.
From a card manufacturer’s perspective, in
broad terms unpersonalised base stock is
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printed using both lithographic and
flexographic print disciplines and can be
produced on both web and sheet fed presses.
The ‘cut single’ ISO card route employed by
Atlantic Zeiser ‘Cardline’ type suppliers takes
pre-printed and pre-cut base stock and feeds
card bodies in single file down a track at high
speed, typically 25-30,000 cards per hour. The
numbers unique to each card are applied in
sequence from a pre-loaded data file and
verified by camera prior to the application of the
scratch off product further down the line, again
under camera supervision. Scratch off in this
environment is either label or hot stamp foil.
Cards are then collated at the end of this
process and advance to the wrapping stage.
The labour content in this environment is quite
low, thus containing a significant element of
cost for the supplier.
ISO format cards produced carrying silk
screen latex panels are usually personalised in
sheet form from lithographic pre-printed base
stock. The data panel is usually hit with 2 or
more layers of scratch ink and then overprinted
with a security pattern, usually bleeding over all
4 edges for additional security. Cards advance
to the wrapping stage after checking, cutting
and profiling. Labour content in this
environment is usually more complex, due to
the increased number of production processes
involved. However, quality and aesthetics of the
finished card stock is usually high.
The third broad production process applies to
the high speed web fed flexographic process,
where card stock can be printed, personalised

and protected in one continuous process,
depending
on
individual
machine
specifications.
While this process tends to favour the nonISO formats, a number of enterprising suppliers
of machines in cooperation with card
manufacturers have adapted or developed
solutions to produce very cost-effective ISO
format cards using this production route.
One such machine supplier is Edale Limited,
based in the UK.
Edale’s Head of Sales & Marketing, Jeremy
Westcott told ‘Product & Image Security’ during
a recent discussion, “Edale supplied its first
phonecard production machine into Australia in
2001, and since then we’ve made further
installations all over the world, including the
emerging markets of Nigeria & Vietnam”.
Jeremy continued, “There is a large amount
of interest for these systems in the security
markets of Africa, India and South East Asia
due to the high population density in these
parts of the world and low levels of personal

bank account usage. Prepaid scratch cards
provide an easy way for people to use their
mobile phone with the credit paid for in cash
rather than any form of electronic top up more
normally seen in the developed world”.
The current generation Edale system is
capable of producing in excess of 1.2 million
cards per shift, with the next generation set to
produce more than double this quantity. The
addition of special options allows the line
speed to be greatly increased as well as
improving press-ready set up. “It is no surprise
that we have a high level of interest from these
markets for this system”, Jeremy added.
In line with the third type of production
methodology detailed above, the Edale system

works in an entirely flexographic environment
for base print and scratch off zones. The
variable data is applied by thermal inkjet
cartridge technology. This modular system
provides great versatility, enabling the press to
be adapted to the different levels of security
requirements necessary for different
customers.
Irrespective of manufacturing route deployed,
Simon Collins, Technical Director of Praesidium
Limited, a consultancy specialising in the
telecoms industry, notes that, “A critical part of
ensuring security of the product during the
manufacturing process is for operators to
ensure that stringent security and quality audits
are undertaken; the focus being to validate that

manufacturers operate in line with stringent
security standards and that practices are
actually evidenced to the auditor.”
“We at Praesidium have undertaken
numerous security audits of prepaid voucher
manufacturers globally and we’ve witnessed
varying levels of security measures
incorporated within the production facilities.
The problem is that there are no recognised
telecoms industry standards for voucher
production and this is where specialist
consultancy can support both the vendor and
the networks they supply. Our service provides
manufacturers with the confidence that their
facilities are protecting the interests of their
clients and delivers a benchmark on the level
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What security features do they
carry? Why?

of security standards against the world’s
leading manufacturing facilities. We also
believe it serves to demonstrate to the network
operator that vendors have a defined level of
security protection to their prepaid product”.
“From a voucher security perspective the
manufacturing environment plays a pivotal role
in providing end-to-end security management,
but industry wide the position varies from
vendor to vendor. Irrespective of the level of
security incorporated into a voucher’s technical
specification and design, it is the level of
security control and security protocols within
the vendor that ultimately ensures an operator
receives a secure product to the highest
standards possible”. he continued.
If security related processes and controls are
weak in any area of the manufacturing process
including secure data management, printing
and personalisation, this can result in a number
of key security risks. For example, this could
include the PIN codes being visible during the
process and therefore provide potential for
compromise. Defective vouchers that aren’t
correctly managed out of the process and the
duplication of PIN codes are other areas of
concern from a security perspective.
Potentially, there are a range of manufacturing
failings which could result in the operator
experiencing security issues or even the
manufacture of counterfeit vouchers. Therefore
any purchaser of airtime reload cards needs to
carefully appraise the suppliers print resources
beforehand to ensure all the risks associated
with quality failures and copy attacks are
mitigated.
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As we’ve already discussed, a recharge
voucher is effectively a network’s own currency,
and therefore needs to be protected from
fraudulent or counterfeit activity.
Features deployed can be both overt & covert
in their nature and there is no ‘silver bullet’
answer as to what is right or wrong. We’ve
already discussed key areas such as substrate
and scratch off protection, and in truth these
areas account for the vast majority of on-card
security.
It shouldn’t be possible to delaminate, or
separate, the board to enable the PIN code to
be compromised, and ideally the board should
contain a coloured centre to inhibit the passage
of high intensity light through the card. The box
area onto which the unique data is applied
should be protected with a cocktail of inks to
create a confusion panel and scratch panels
should be specifically opaque enough to
provide full integrity.
Simple print features like micro-text and UV
inks could be employed, but as the card needs
to be verified at the point of purchase, often in
the hustle and bustle of a city street, these
features are not really appropriate for
immediate analysis, rather being a back office
function and by then it is too late.
In real terms, the card must be readily
identifiable as legitimate to the consumer, and
this means the physical features we’ve already
talked about. Overprint on the scratch off area,
a holographic hot stamp foil or non generic
label are the key areas to focus on.
“The first key issue is PIN security”, says
Securi-Tech’s Martin Horn. “The second is
resistance to copying and counterfeiting, which
is achieved by a variety of methods. Overt
methods include the use of UV inks or overlaid
patterns in UV varnishes. These are primarily to
deter simple photo-copying by low-level
fraudsters. Covert features include microprinting and other items not visible to the
untrained eye. These can then be used by
suitably qualified specialists to distinguish
genuine from fake cards, in the event of a more

sophisticated mass counterfeiting attempt.
However, due to the inherent security of the
telecoms operators’ back office billing
systems, the opportunity for fraudsters to make
significant money from mass-counterfeiting is
so diminished in many markets that clients no
longer require these extra cost features”.
John Drinkwater of Holographic Security
Innovations
comments,
“From
a
manufacturer’s viewpoint, and assuming all
these areas are achievable, much of the
security comes from the unique number control
and traceability of the cards using the
network’s and the manufacturer’s IT, all the way
down to single card tracking level if needed”.
Praesidium’s Simon Collins sums it up this
way, “There are a number of security features
which can be incorporated into a voucher’s
specification and overall design. However,
these usually incur higher production costs and
operators’ budgetary constraints, or lack of
consideration to security, mean features are not
readily incorporated”.

Data transfer, application and
integrity control
– how are these achieved?
Data is the DNA of the scratch card and is
where the millions of dollars of airtime
revenue are contained. It is provided to the
vendor in encrypted form, the complicated
algorithms used are a closely guarded secret.
Until recently, data files were burned to disk
in the country of origin and despatched via
any one of a number of international couriers
to the manufacturing partner, usually in a
separate country. This involved not only delay
in receiving the files, but there was also the
risk of the package failing to arrive, or arriving
in a damaged state. Data files could be
corrupted or having missing number ranges
and these issues invalidated the data
requiring it to be re-sent, causing further
delay and re-scheduling of production in
extreme cases. Passwords would normally be
sent by SMS.
More recently, networks have started to
deposit data (and artwork files) in sFTP
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(secure File Transfer Protocol) sites with
secure login procedures hosted by the
manufacturer. These ‘electronic mailboxes’
clearly enable real-time transfer of information
and accurate and speedy response times
from the vendor to any issues encountered
with such data receipts.
Praesidium’s Simon Collins told us, “The
key aspect from a security perspective is that
the network operator is assured that the PIN
code data is securely encrypted, transferred
and managed by the vendor under strict data
and information security requirements,
normally in line with internationally recognised
standards. Auditable controls and processes
must be in place at both ends to ensure
‘closed loop’ data management of the PIN

code files”.
He continued, “This must encompass the
PIN code transfer and encryption process
from the operator to the manufacturer,
internal transfer to the production
environment, storage and destruction
processes. There should be a robust re-make
procedure in place in the event of card
spoilage to avoid duplicates and missing
cards from the sequence, and at each
relevant point the parties should be able to
demonstrate that security is in place and this
should be part of any planned auditing”.
As stated earlier, it is particularly important
to have internationally recognised security
credentials and more and more networks will
only work with vendors who have these in place.

Card packaging – which methods
provide the best security against
theft or card attack prior to final
consumer use?
Before formats changed to include the newer
non-ISO card variants, packaging of recharge
cards was pretty straightforward. Cards were
simply individually flow wrapped in either clear
or printed BOPP film, pretty much like a
chocolate bar, down commercially available
flow wrap lines before being collated and
labelled in batches, usually 10 cards per batch
and 10 batches per carton. 10 cartons were
then further boxed in shipper cartons and
labelled before final transit packaging such as
pallets or wooden crates. What we basically
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Specialist production equipment, available from
Edale, ensures that security issues are addressed
when applying scratch coatings.

had was an easy to follow trail of hierarchy (110-100-1000). There were unique variations on
a theme, but this was basically the template for
card packing.
High speed wrapping lines for ISO cards
were introduced a few years ago and a range
of suppliers developed broadly similar
solutions, including Germany’s Atlantic Zeiser
& Köra-Packmat as well as Italy’s Ilapak.
These solutions enhanced what had gone
before, but provided new thinking on card
packing. Instead of cards being wrapped
individually in ‘candy wrap’, these solutions
enabled cards to be fed into fast moving
continuous pouches in a ‘string’ configuration
before being cut at variable string lengths to
suit individual specifications. The strings would
then be collated into a ‘z-fold’ single card
footprint before being over wrapped and batch
labelled. The net effect of this was to radically
improve output speeds of finished cards while
enhancing the numbers of cards per pallet or
crate, thus reducing freight costs.
The impact of the newer low cost formats has
seen some alternative thinking to these
products. Designed to be quick turnaround
and high volume, high repeat purchase
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products, packaging has adapted to meet
through its own retail channel. Super dealers
these benchmarks.
then feed the remaining secondary, tertiary and
In certain cases, the ‘bricks’ of vouchers are
beyond network of re-sellers right down to the
not wrapped at all, merely sleeved in sequential
street vendor. It is at this very level of the supply
number and labelled with the number range
chain that the dealer must be able to afford to
and other key data before being bulk boxed
buy the minimum unit of issue or the system
and despatched. While the product doesn’t
breaks down. Of course, cards can be sold at
downscale the data integrity on the voucher
any time to a consumer in this process, but the
itself, the ‘budget’ nature of the product
bigger dealers are more flexible in this regard.
dictates a lower specification of packaging. In
What we experience in many cases is
many cases, the airtime reload value is so
significant effort being applied at the
small per individual voucher section that it is
manufacturing end to ensure robust packaging
not worth the fraudster’s time to attempt to
and wrap security for this to be obliterated in
compromise these cards when the higher
the market place.
value cards would occupy just as much time in
Simon Collins told us, “In our experience the
doing so.
best type of voucher packaging uses an
In other cases, and as evidenced by a
ultrasonic seal for individual vouchers. Ideally
number of operators,
cards are flow wrapped
in the traditional way in
multiple sheets per pack
with individual numbers
V
of sheets per pack being
decided by networks
individually.
In all cases, it is
important to understand
$2
$2
$2
$2
$2
that the market dictates
pack quantities, not
manufacturers, as it is all
$2
$2
$2
$2
$2
about ‘pack value’
through the supply chain.
It is important that
integrity is maintained
right up until the
individual
packs
W
themselves are broken
open, and at this level the
sub dealer of the sub
T
dealer needs to be able
Y
V
to afford to buy his stock.
What we need to
understand here is that
the network can only sell
its airtime once. This is to
4
y, NY 10952
a select group of ‘super
Tel: +1-845-426-2300
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dealers’
who
are
Tele-Pak.com
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the seal should be as close to the edge of the
card as possible, so that when the voucher is
removed it shows visible damage to the
packet. This prevents the card being removed,
compromised and replaced. Additional
measures to incorporate the operator’s name
and / or logo in the seal can be deployed,
although at extra cost”.
“Secure tamper-evident tape should be used
on transit cartons to prevent tampering during
the distribution process and ideally the outer
box or pallet should not display the exact
contents to avoid opportunistic theft”.
As with other areas of this discussion, there is
no right or wrong way to look at this. Operators
and manufacturers have to constantly balance
the security, risk and cost factors in their card
programmes and to a degree decisions made
by one network versus another will vary, even in
the same country.

Card imports – what are the freight
implications of transporting high
value documents? What can freight
companies do to ensure secure
transportation from point of
manufacturer to the client’s
nominated destination?
While there is a move to localise supply in
many markets, it is inevitable that cards need
to be shipped from one country to another
where networks continue to specify external
suppliers.
It isn’t sufficient to expect general carriers to
handle this type of product, particularly after all
the effort that goes into producing it in a secure
environment initially and the onward
warehousing and distribution surrounding the
product when eventually passed into the
operator’s custody.
Peter Reynolds, Managing Director of Artac
Logistics Ltd, a specialist forwarder of sensitive
and valuable freight based in Southern
England told ‘Product & Image Security’ during
a recent wide ranging conversation, “Artac
offers a comprehensive range of airfreight
products to meet our customers’ needs, all
supported by the latest IT systems and track

and trace facilities. Airport to airport or door to
door services, regular consolidations
worldwide, urgent express movements, courier
services and import customs clearance form
part of our day to day activities”.
“We currently work with a number of UK
security printers and component suppliers, as
well as businesses located overseas so we’re
fully conversant with the demands of shipping
secure freight in ‘closed loop’ situation,
including into less stable parts of the world.
Whatever the airfreight needs, Artac has the
right solution to ensure its clients’ goods are
safely transported and delivered on time to
their destination through a choice of reliable,
cost effective services”.
Using charter aircraft can assist with
planning,
storage,
distribution and can prove
cost effective. In addition
to providing dedicated
charter aircraft it can also
pay to consider part
charters and' empty legs'
which can reduce costs.

user’s perspective. “If I was a customer, I’d be
wondering if the card was genuine and is my
money safe. I’d be concerned if the number
had been accessed or used before I bought
the card”.
“Wearing my industry hat, I’d be proposing
tamper evident scratch panels to the network
or their suppliers, based around high opacity
holographic foil for public recognition security.
Labels less so. They can be lifted and the
numbers accessed, although I concede that
they’re better at preventing over-scratch”.
Simon Collins has the following views. “From
a user’s position, the risk is mitigated to some
degree because if a customer finds that the
PIN code has been compromised, or there is
an over-scratch issue, then most operators or

What are the main
risks associated with
using the cards?
From a user
perspective?
From a provider
perspective?
Former GSM Africa
Fraud Forum Chairman
and
internationally
respected fraud expert,
Abdul Mia’s view is that it
breaks down into two key
areas. “For the user it is
about theft or loss, and for
the network it is about the
costs of running a card
programme, particularly in
production, warehousing
and distribution terms”.
John Drinkwater thinks
along similar lines from the
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the point of sale will
usually replace the
voucher or load the airtime remotely via a
customer service centre. However, from a
commercial viewpoint this isn’t viewed as good
customer PR as subscribers lose confidence
quickly in the product, and there are rival
networks available”.
“The risk for networks”, he continued, “is far
higher as a security incident where the PIN
code is compromised, or a large number of
complaints over security are received would
usually mean the network losing faith in the
supplying manufacturer and potentially
cessation of supply and legal redress.
Alternatively, the network could demand the
whole production run is undertaken again, or
that they’re financially compensated which
would be a huge financial exposure for the
manufacturer”.
From the card manufacturer’s perspective
Martin Horn comments “The risks depend on
the quality of the card product and the security
and reliability of the card manufacturer’s
physical and data processes”. To date not a
single incident of fraud has been reported by
any of our clients in connection with SecuriTech prepaid cards. In addition, our new Tuff
Voucher technology significantly reduces the
risks associated with over scratch for both the
telecoms operators and their consumers”.

What forensic testing takes place?
Is this done internally or via external
laboratories?
From the author’s experience, forensic testing
procedures are deployed right across the
spectrum of the industry from card
manufacturers with in-house laboratory
facilities through to personnel specifically
employed by networks in Revenue Assurance
and Fraud departmental positions and on to
3rd party specialists and consultancies.
Reputable manufacturers in the main have at
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least some in-house
facilities and in certain
cases they work with
specialist consultancies
to ‘health check’ the internal results. Such tests
can include abrasion testing, sophisticated
light show through tests at various points on
the UV and IR spectrum, climate testing and so
on.
Jannie Bester from Pro Scripto again, “I’ve
been doing vulnerability assessments on
physical recharge cards for the past seven
years, and during this period I’ve assessed
many thousands of cards for various networks,
card manufacturers, and card component
suppliers worldwide”.
“We look at opacity, scratch off
characteristics, counterfeit vulnerability, covert
security features and mechanical access to the
PIN code. We assess according to the
‘reasonable man’ test and this doesn’t involve
expensive equipment, but rather cost-effective
equipment available to the reasonable man”.
“I’ve also developed a custom scoring
system to measure recharge card technical
compliance with the network’s specifications,
and during the past seven years, I’ve also
developed forensic methodology to examine
counterfeit vouchers and gather forensic
technical detail for expert forensic document
examination evidence regarding authenticity
issues”.
As a former GSM Africa Fraud Forum
Chairman, Abdul Mia remains keen to see
some standards across the industry
implemented by the GSMA, similar to the SAS
scheme (SIM Accreditation Scheme). “I’m very
passionate about this”, he said, “and I’ve tried
for a long time to introduce something similar
into the recharge card area. But the problem
with this is that there are too many players in
the market, and markets like Nigeria have
regulations as to who can and can’t produce
cards for the local networks. This makes it
difficult to implement some decent regulations,
but I still believe there is scope for this. Some
efforts have been made and there is some
headway, but there is still a long way to go to
get this right”.

Quality testing of prepaid vouchers for
manufacturers and networks is a key area of
work for the external testing business. Service
should be aimed at providing manufacturers
with a benchmark relating to the security and
quality standards of their own product with
those offered by other leading suppliers.
The following provides an indication of the
testing procedures necessary:
• Artwork review – to determine the colours
used, positioning of the diffusion panel
and the ease with which counterfeiting
could occur.
• Voucher body – evaluation of the actual
material being used and the specification
– plastic, paper, thickness and opacity.
• Physical protection – assessing the
physical protection of the PIN code
relating to numbering, spacing, scratch off
panel integrity and ‘remove and replace’
type attack opportunities.
• Specific testing – subjecting the vouchers
to a number of specific tests involving:
light sources of varying intensity and
wavelength; heat, steam and cold in
varying conditions; solvents and
adhesives; inherent security measures
(specific product features); scratch panel
adhesion and quality; brute force attacks.
• PIN code printing – assessing printing
effectiveness to identify how many PIN
code digits can be identified based on the
various testing scenarios from partial to
full reveal.
• Production quality – assessing the
production
quality
to
determine
consistency within the product being
produced.
• External packaging – evaluation of the
external packaging to test against the
feasibility for ‘remove, compromise and
replace’ techniques”.
John Drinkwater concurred with our other
experts’ views on what the industry should be
testing for, although he had this to add to the
debate. “Most plants have developed their own
tests to use internally, but most major networks
tend to use outside technical specialists
occasionally”.

“There are some outside testing forensic
agencies offering services in this area to
varying standards although it is important they
remain impartial between techniques and
suppliers to avoid distorting the market. It is
also important that they use techniques that
reflect ‘real world’ challenges in the market
place”.

What is the future for prepaid airtime
reload cards?
As we’ve seen from earlier comments, the
physical card has been a mainstay of prepaid
recharge for many years and our experts see
no reason for that to change for some years to
come.
Until infrastructures in some of the developing
world catch up with more advanced
economies, then the scratch card will continue
to play its part. The unquenchable thirst for
mobile communications in these parts of the
world shows no sign of slowing down, and
while other technologies nibble away at its
place at the table and the format may evolve
and change, no other method of recharge can
offer the depth of marketing opportunities for
networks to tap into their customers’
requirements.
We’ve not even fully considered what other
applications the physical card may have. In
cash based economies and where other
services are required, such as power and
water, there may be additional opportunities for
the scratch card in these utility areas. After all,
the mobile phone when all is said and done is
another utility service. It is just that the fruit in
this area hangs much lower for providers.
Martin Horn’s view is worth noting. “Secure
scratch cards still fill many slots in the airtime
distribution model which cannot be adequately
serviced by other methods, especially in
developing markets. At this stage, overall card
volumes are still growing; particularly in the
case of low denomination values. As telecoms
operators increasingly use micro-recharge
offerings to penetrate deeper into these
markets, the numbers of scratch cards they
use continues to grow. As a consequence, the

telecoms operators also seek to control their
costs by continuing to drive unit card prices
lower”.
“I therefore foresee a scenario where lower
volume scratch card manufacturers might
cease to be viable, especially given the
significant security, IT and quality-related
overheads necessary to produce reliable
scratch card products. Therefore, some fall-out
and/or consolidation amongst the scratch card
manufacturers could well occur”.
Abdul Mia concludes, “prepaid airtime reload
cards will be in developing markets for a long
time to come”. Jannie Bester of Pro Scripto
Document Examination CC based in Pretoria
concurs with this view, telling us, “Recharge
vouchers have a good few years of life left yet”.
And the view of the author? I hope so...it’s
where I earn my living.
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security printer. Following a short
break, during which this article was
conceived, nurtured and delivered,
Nigel has now joined Germany’s Cairon
Group GmbH (www.cairon.com) as
International Sales Manager and can
be contacted at n.page@cairon.com
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